Guide for reviewers

1 Receiving and Responding to an Invitation

As a reviewer, you will be notified by e-mail of an invitation to review an article. Text of the email can be customized by each journal, so its appearance may vary. Firstly, you will receive a welcoming e-mail containing your system user name and password.

Dear dr. Janko Jankovic,

Based on your expertise, we would like to ask you to cooperate as a reviewer with our journal TEST1. An e-mail with request for the peer review follows:

Your username is jankovic.janko and your password is UGPXPT. You may login in to the system located here or you can use our website http://www.agriculturejournals.cz/web/ZTEST1.htm (you will find the "Reviewer's login" and "Guide for reviewers" on the left side of the home page of our journal).

Password never expires. However, it is a good idea to change your password on regular basis (you will find "edit profile" link at top-right of the screen once you login).

If you have any questions, please contact our Editor-in-Chief, at admin@czaj.cz.

Yours sincerely,
Your Agriculture Journals team

Then, you will receive an e-mail about the article you are asked to review.

---

Dear dr. Janko Jankovic,

Your peer review of the below mentioned manuscript for TEST1 would be greatly appreciated.

No. 1/2012-TEST1.

Author: Ing. Petr Stepanek, MBA

Title: pokus na novy vkladaci formular

We would like to obtain your permission to send the manuscript to you.

Please go to the choice site and pick an option there. If the link does not work, please copy and paste this to your browser: http://www.agriculturejournals.cz/autoLogin?

hash=50NU5D5SLSU2k1Sb3j2FX0jc;username=jankovic.janko

You can use the same link afterwards to review the article or you can use the reviewer's login on our website

Your username is jankovic.janko and your password is UGPXPT.

It is necessary to choose one of the options offered in the "choice site". The manuscript will be sent to your Reviewer's account after you have chosen.

Your recommendation to publish/publish after revision/reject the paper could be marked in the review form within three weeks, if possible.

Thank you for your cooperation.

---

In this e-mail, there is a hyperlink that will take you directly into the Agriculture Journals System. Please follow this link and pick one choice from those that are listed there. The reviewing process will continue depending on this choice.
By choosing any of the first three options, you agree to review the article. You should download all article parts, if you choose the first option.

If you do not wish to review the article, please choose the fourth option, and we ask you to suggest other reviewer(s) that might be willing to cooperate with us.

If you are not reachable at the current e-mail address, you might choose the fifth option and fill in the right e-mail into the input field.

After making your decision, please click on the “Submit choice” button.

If you choose any of the first three options, you will see a screen like this:

2 Logging in and submitting review

After you have your review ready, please login to the system at http://agriculturejournals.cz/login2
You should have your user name and password in the first e-mail that you have received from us. If not, please click on “Forgot password” or “Forgot user name”. You will then be asked to enter your e-mail address or your user name, and then we will send you e-mail containing your user name and password again.

When you are successfully logged in, you should see a screen like this

There are four tabs at the top of the screen:

**Articles for Reviewer**
Here you see a list of articles submitted for reviewing.

**Notices Tab**
You are noticed about actions regarding your articles by internal system notices, as well as by e-mail. For every system notice you can see who sent it, and its contents. You can reply to them by either e-mail or through system, as you find appropriate.

**Archive Notices Tab**
You can put older notices from Notices Tab to this tab so that it includes only recent notices. This is done by clicking on the “archivate” button of each notice.

**User’s history Tab**
Here are listed all your actions you have ever done with the system.

### 3 Reviewing the article

To review an article, go to the **Articles for Reviewer**, and click on the article’s title. A new screen appears. You will see two tabs here: **Detail** and **Reviewer’s Response**. In **Detail** you can see (and download) the article.
Reviewer’s Response

If you think the article should be published, please check “Publish” option, and then pick a form in which it should be published and possible revision recommendation. If, on the other hand, you think that the article should not be published, please choose option “Do not publish” and choose the reasons why it would not be appropriate to publish the article. Either way, please fill in the Summary Rating. After that, you can make additional comments on the article for executive editor and you can add text attachments by clicking on the “Add attachment” button. After you are finished with everything, just click on the “Submit” button. Your review will be submitted to executive editor.